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Lipopolysaccharides (LPSs) are a constitutive element of the cell envelope of Gram- 

negative bacteria, representing the main lipid in the external leaflet of their outer membrane 

(OM) lipid bilayer. These unique surface-exposed glycolipids play a central role in the in- 

teractions of Gram-negative organisms with their surrounding environment and represent 

a key element for protection against antimicrobials and the development of antibiotic re- 

sistance. The biophysical investigation of a wide range of different types of in vitro model 

membranes containing reconstituted LPS has revealed functional and structural properties 

of these peculiar membrane lipids, providing molecular-level details of their interaction with 

antimicrobial compounds. LPS assemblies reconstituted at interfaces represent a versatile 

tool to study the properties of the Gram-negative OM by exploiting several surface-sensitive 

techniques, in particular X-ray and neutron scattering, which can probe the structure of 

thin films with sub-nanometer resolution. This review provides an overview of different ap- 
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proaches employed to investigate structural and biophysical properties of LPS, focusing on 

studies on Langmuir monolayers of LPS at the air/liquid interface and a range of supported 

LPS-containing model membranes reconstituted at solid/liquid interfaces. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Despite the extremely diversified range of environments that cells interact with, the phos- 

pholipid bilayer has affirmed itself as life’s interface of choice. In Gram-negative bacteria, 

however, the plasma membrane and the surrounding peptidoglycan cell wall, are enclosed 

by an additional outer membrane (OM) with a distinctive asymmetric bilayer structure 

comprising an inner leaflet of glycerophospholipids and an outer leaflet of characteristic 

lipopolysaccharides (LPSs)1–3 (Figure 1). Due to its peripheral location, at the interface 

between the bacterial cell and its surroundings, LPS plays key roles in the interaction with 

hosts, commensal and competing organisms as well as protecting Gram-negative organisms 

from noxious external agents, including antibiotics. Its unique molecular structure and exclu- 

sive presence on the Gram-negative bacterial surface render LPS a target for recognition by 

the immune systems of plants, animals and humans.3,4 At the same time, the remarkably low 

permeability of the LPS layer towards hydrophobic compounds, which can normally diffuse 

through phospholipid membranes, is one of the main advantages that enable Gram-negative 

pathogens to evade the effects of antimicrobials, establishing the basis of their growing an- 

tibiotic resistance. 5,6 

The central role of LPS as a fundamental component of the OM has driven intense research 
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efforts aimed at understanding how the physico-chemical properties of this multifaceted 

molecule contribute to the barrier function of the OM. Whilst crystallographic data elu- 

cidated the structure of individual LPS molecules in complex with OM proteins, surface 

sensitive techniques, particularly neutron and X-ray scattering, shed light on the properties 

and behaviour of LPS reconstituted at air/liquid and solid/liquid interfaces. As a result, a 

number of LPS-containing models of the OM have been developed and characterised, pro- 

viding an extensive toolbox for the investigation of biophysical aspects of the main lipid 

component of the Gram-negative bacterial surface. This review is divided in two sections: 

the first part provides a general overview of LPS in its biological context, as a constitutive 

element of the OM permeability barrier and as the binding partner of a range of membrane 

and soluble proteins; the second section focuses on the results obtained by biophysical stud- 

ies performed on different types of LPS reconstituted at air/liquid and solid/liquid interfaces 

to model the Gram-negative OM, followed by an overview of simulation-based theoretical 

studies of LPS assemblies. 

 
2 Biological context 

 
The unique properties of the Gram-negative OM rely on the asymmetric lipid distribution 

within its bilayer structure, with LPS localised in the external leaflet of the membrane.2 LPS 

is essential for nearly all Gram-negative bacteria, with the notable exceptions of a restricted 

number of organisms.7,8 The widespread reliance of Gram-negative organisms on this unique 

family of glycolipids has its roots on both the structural and functional roles that these 

molecules play in the OM. Here we outline a summary of the main biological aspects of LPS 

which provide some of the background necessary to contextualise the results of biophysical 

studies on LPS at solid and liquid interfaces. 
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Figure 1: Double membrane structure of the Gram-negative bacterial cell envelope. LPS 
is localised in the outer leaflet of the outer membrane, at the interface between the cell 
and the external environment. Divalent cations bridge the negative charges of neighbouring 
LPS molecules, stabilising the OM. Porins are the most abundant family of OM proteins, 
consisting of mono- or trimeric OM-spanning β-barrels. 

 
2.1 Chemical structure of LPS 

 
Although the LPS molecule displays variability, depending on the species and the condi- 

tions of growth,9,10 its basic amphiphilic structure is typically divided into three chemically 

distinct domains: (i) the acylated lipid A region which forms the hydrophobic lipid matrix 

of the outer leaflet of the OM, and the hydrophilic (ii) core oligosaccharide (core OS) and 

(iii) O-antigen polysaccharide (O-PS) regions which make up the polar head group of the 

molecule and extends towards the external environment on the bacterial surface (Figure 1). 

The lipid A moiety tipically consists of a central disaccharide of glucosamine (GlcN), phos- 

phorylated on the position 1 and 4’, which carries four acyl chains linked via ester bonds 

at position 3 and 3’ and via amide bonds at position 2 and 2’. In the model organism 

Escherichia coli grown in standard laboratory conditions (Luria-Bertani broth at 37◦C) the 

four saturated acyl chains are 3-hydroxymyristoyl (C14:0) moieties, two of which are fur- 

ther esterified with secondary lauroyl (C12:0) and myristoyl chains on the non-reducing end 
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of the GlcN backbone, yielding a hexa-acylated lipid A4(Figure 2a). Lipid A is the most 

structurally conserved part of LPS and its hexa-acylated and bi-phosphorylated form is a 

strong agonist of TLR4 receptors, making it one of the most potent activators of the innate 

immune system of animals and plants.11,12 Despite being highly conserved, a series of lipid A 

structures that deviate from the E. coli paradigm have been characterised and are reviewed 

in Ref 4. 

The hydroxyl group at position 6’ of the GlcN links lipid A with the core OS region com- 

prising a branched oligosaccharide of 10-12 sugars.13,14 The core OS domain can be further 

divided into an inner core region, proximal to the lipid A and composed of distinctive heptose 

residues bearing anionic phosphate groups and carboxylic acid moieties, and a distal outer 

core region typically containing non-charged hexose sugars. 14 The inner core OS is typically 

linked to the lipid A via a di- or tri- saccharide of 3-deoxy-manno-oct-2-ulosonic acid (Kdo) 

residues which is a hallmark of the LPS molecule. In E. coli there are 5 different types of 

core regions, R1-R4 and K12 which display some degree of variability in the composition 

and connection of the monosaccharides (Figure 2b, c). 

In many Gram-negative species (e.g. members of Enterobacteriaceae) the terminal part of 

the LPS structure is a polymer of identical repeating oligosaccharide units forming the O- 

antigen polysaccharide (O-PS) chain.15,16 When present, the degree of polymerisation (i.e. 

the number of repeating oligosaccharide units) of the O-PS chain is highly variable within 

single organisms which contain in their OM LPS molecules with a number of O-antigen 

units between zero and several dozens, in some cases exceeding 100 units.17 Together with 

its significantly heterogeneous length, the O-PS is also the most chemically diverse of the 

three LPS domains with more that 180 variants in E. coli alone.15 Its basic repeat units are 

typically formed of two to seven monosaccharides (or sugar derivatives), which can be linear 

or branched, and bear a variety of functional groups including anionic substituents which 

confer an overall negative charge to the O-PS chains, as in some Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 

and E. coli 15 species. 
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For an in-depth and thorough overview on the chemical aspects of LPS the reader is 

referred to the recent review by DiLorenzo et al .3 

 
2.1.1 LPS nomenclature 

 
LPS chemotypes that share structural similarities are identified with a common nomencla- 

ture. Rough LPS refers to LPS that lacks the O-PS domain and is therefore composed of the 

lipid A and core OS regions only. In E. coli and Salmonella, rough LPS with a complete core 

structure is termed RaLPS whilst mutants that synthesise an incomplete (i.e. truncated) 

version of the core region are named Rc, Rd and ReLPS chemotypes. The latter is sometimes 

referred to as "deep rough" LPS and corresponds to the Kdo2-lipid A structure, which is the 

minimal viable form of LPS in most Gram-negative bacteria, 8 whilst RcLPS contains the 

complete heptose region of the inner core OS.19 Most laboratory adapted strains (e.g. E. 

coli K12) have lost the ability to synthesise the O-PS, and therefore produce rough LPS.20 

Smooth LPS, on the other hand, refers to LPS produced by bacteria capable of synthesis- 

ing and attaching the O-PS domain to the rough LPS scaffold. Given the remarkable size 

polydispersity of these molecules, resulting from the highly variable degree of polymerisa- 

tion of the O-antigen units, the term "smooth LPS" defines a highly heterogeneous group 

of molecules that can span a size range between 4 and up to more than 50 kDa. 16,21 It’s 

important to note that as a consequence of this variability, smooth LPS generally contains 

a considerable fraction of rough LPS molecules that completely lack the O-antigen. It has 

been estimated that smooth LPS contains up to 60% molar fraction of short LPS molecules 

bearing either no or a single O-antigen unit.21 The smooth and rough terminologies derive 

from the appearance on solid media of the edges of bacterial colonies that express the re- 

spectively named types of LPS.22 The term "wild-type" LPS denotes the naturally occurring 

phenotype expressed by a particular organism. In the case of enteric species, wild-type LPS 

often corresponds to smooth LPS, however the two definitions are not synonymous. "Semi- 

rough" LPS is sometimes used to indicate LPS bearing a single O-antigen repeat unit whilst 
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the term lipooligosaccharide (LOS) identifies the rough LPS scaffold modified with one or a 

few extra monosaccharides that are not related to the O-antigen, often found in the OM of 

mucosal pathogens. 16 
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Figure 2: Structure of E. coli LPS and variability of the core OS region. a) Schematic struc- 
ture of LPS. The hydrophobic lipid A (blue) anchors LPS to the OM. The core oligosaccharide 
is divided into an inner and an outer region containing the Kdo disaccharide (green) linked 
to heptose residues (pink) in the inner core, whilst the outer core is composed by hexose 
residues (yellow). The O-antigen unit (orange) has a variable structure and forms the re- 
peating oligosaccharide that constitute the O-PS chain, which is typically polydisperse as the 
number of repeating units varies greatly. b) Inner core variability in E. coli. c) Outer core 
variability in E. coli. Dashed lines indicate non-stochiometric substitutions. Glc = glucose, 
Gal = galactose, GlcNAc = acetylglucosamine. Hep = heptose, Kdo = 3-deoxy-D-manno- 
oct-2-ulosonic acid, Rha = rhamnose. Adapted from Ref. 13. 
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2.2 LPS synthesis and transport 
 

The localisation of LPS in the outer leaflet of the OM is the result of a series of synthetic steps, 

the Raetz pathway, coupled to a complex transport system that spans the periplasm and 

ultimately delivers LPS molecules to the outer leaflet of the OM2,23(Figure 3a). The Raetz 

pathway begins in the cytoplasm with a sequence of soluble enzymes which produce the Kdo2- 

lipid A moiety.24 The core OS is then assembled in a stepwise manner on the cytoplasmic 

side of the inner membrane (IM) by a series of glycosyltransferases which sequentially add 

monosaccharides to the nascent core OS. 10,13,25 Due to the strictly sequential nature of the 

core OS synthesis, it is possible to engineer bacteria into producing rough LPS with well- 

defined core OS structures by silencing the expression of target genes responsible for the core 

OS assembly, which leads to the production of truncated versions of rough LPS26,27 (Figure 

3b). 

Once the synthesis of the core OS is terminated, rough LPS molecules are flipped by the 

IM-embedded protein MsbA to the periplasmic side of the IM.28 Here, in smooth strains, the 

O-PS chain which is synthesised separately, is linked to the core OS by the O-antigen ligase 

WaaL, a membrane protein embedded in the IM.29 The final length of the O-PS chains can 

vary greatly and the mechanisms regulating its size distribution have been recently reviewed 

by Whitfield et al .16 Finally, fully synthesized LPS molecules are transported across the 

periplasm to the OM by a complex machinery of seven proteins (LptA to LptG), which leads 

to the delivery of LPS to the outer leaflet of the OM (Figure 3). The physical bridge which 

delivers LPS molecules to the OM is formed by LptA proteins, 30 which span the periplasm 

and connects the IM-bound LptB2FGC complex31,32 to the LptDE proteins, which insert 

LPS in the OM.33 

After the delivery to its final location on the outer leaflet of the OM, LPS is subject to 

further remodelling of its structure, operated by dedicated OM enzymes, reviewed in Ref. 8 

and 25. LPS remodelling is primarily directed to the lipid A moiety of LPS in order to alter 

the physico-chemical properties of the OM in response to environmental stimuli. The most 
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common forms of LPS remodelling comprise variations of the acylation pattern by addition 

or removal of alkyl chains of the lipid A and reduction of its net negative charge by addition 

of positively charged phosphorylethanolamine or aminoarabinose to the phosphate groups 

present on the GlcN backbone.25 

A crucial aspect of the OM is the lipid asymmetry between the inner phospholipid leaflet 

and the outer LPS layer which is actively maintained by dedicated OM proteins, reviewed 

in Ref. 2. These include the maintenance of lipid asymmetry (Mla) family of proteins,34 

and the OM enzymes PldA and PagP,2 which contribute to the elimination of misplaced 

phospholipids that end up in the LPS leaflet and can compromise the integrity of the OM. 

A detailed and comprehensive description of the assembly and maintenance of lipids in the 

OM can be found in the recent review by Lundsted et al 35 
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Figure 3: Synthesis and transport of LPS (a) Biosynthetic pathway of LPS. The 9 enzymatic 
steps (numbered in blue) of the Raetz pathway lead to the synthesis of the Kdo2-lipid A unit. 
Once the core oligosaccharide is assembled (shown in b) LPS is flipped to the periplasmic side 
of the IM by MsbA, linked to the O-antigen polysaccharide by the IM-bound ligase WaaL 
and transported to the outer leaflet of the OM by the 7-protein Lpt complex. Adapted from 
Ref. 2. (b) Assembly of the core oligosaccharide residues. The genes encoding the enzymes 
responsible for the addition of the individual residues are labelled. The waa locus is also 
known as rfa (redrawn from Ref. 36). 
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2.3 Barrier properties of the OM 
 

The OM provides Gram-negative bacteria with a remarkably effective defence barrier against 

penetration of harmful molecules. The layer of tightly packed LPS molecules that make up its 

outer leaflet renders the diffusion of hydrophobic compounds up to two orders of magnitude 

slower than through canonical phospholipid bilayers. 37 This extremely limited permeability 

through the LPS layer constitutes the basis of the OM barrier properties and represents 

one of the most important limitations to the development of novel antibiotics active against 

Gram-negative bacteria.38 

Due to the polyanionic nature of lipid A and the inner core OS, the integrity of the LPS 

layer, and therefore of the OM, relies upon the presence of divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+) 

which act as bridges between the negative charges of neighbouring LPS molecules. 39 The 

central role of divalent cations for the integrity of the OM has been known since the early 

investigations on the Gram-negative cell envelope pioneered by Leive and co-workers, who 

were the first to study the permeabilising effect of EDTA, linking the destabilisation of the 

LPS layer to the removal of Ca2+ and Mg2+ by this chelating agent.40–42 The role of divalent 

cations is not limited to the cross-linking of LPS molecules into a tight network but has also 

been shown in numerous studies to be crucial for LPS-protein interactions. 43–47 

 
2.3.1 Routes across the OM 

 
The impermeable nature of the OM implies a tight association between LPS and proteins 

embedded in the OM, which in some organisms have been suggested to cover more than half 

of the Gram-negative cell surface.48 Recent atomic force microscopy data has provided some 

of the highest resolution images of the OM of whole E. coli cells, showing how the OM re- 

sembles a mosaic of coexisting phase separated LPS-rich and OM proteins-rich regions which 

are essential to its barrier function.49 Porins are the most prominent family of OM proteins, 

consisting of water-filled β-barrel channels that traverse the OM and allow diffusion of small 

hydrophilic solutes with a size limit of around 700 Da.50,51 Due to the combination of the im- 
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permeable LPS lipid matrix and the relatively low solute specificity of major Gram-negative 

porins such as OmpF, the OM has often been compared to a molecular sieve, a concept 

first introduced in the early studies of OM permeability by Nikaido and co-workers.52 The 

molecular sieve properties of the OM are now recognised as the major hurdle to overcome 

in the development of new antibiotics active against Gram-negative pathogens.6,53,54 Be- 

cause of these OM-imposed limitations, clinically approved antimicrobial compounds active 

against Gram-negative bacteria are on average smaller and more hydrophilic than those 

active against Gram-positives, with a very evident cutoff at around 700 Da, a direct conse- 

quence of the requirement to cross the OM via the tight lumen of water-filled porin channels5 

(Figure 4). The porin route, imposed on antibiotics by the impermeable LPS barrier, does 

not only represent a restriction to the physico-chemical properties of effective antimicrobials 

but also enhances resistance strategies such as the expression of efflux pumps which effec- 

tively eliminate harmful compounds even after they reach the periplasmic space.55,56 For an 

in-depth description of the role of porins in antibiotic permeation the reader is referred to 

the recent review by Prajapati et al , which addresses practical and theoretical aspects of the 

topic.57 

An alternative pathway through the OM is that taken by several antimicrobial peptides 

(AMPs) which are capable of disrupting and penetrating through the lipid matrix of the 

OM.58 These molecules are typically amphiphilic and polycationic compounds capable of 

binding to and destabilising anionic lipid interfaces,59 thus promoting their own penetration 

through the Gram-negative cell envelope.60 The LPS-destabilising properties of polycationic 

AMPs, such as polymyxins, has inspired the design of new synthetic antibiotic candidates 

which could lead to much needed novel antibacterial compounds capable of overcoming the 

OM permeability barrier.61,62 LPS remodelling is a well-known strategy adopted by many 

Gram-negative organisms that renders the OM more resistant to the effects of several cationic 

AMPs.25 Positively charged aminoarabinose or phosphorylethanolamine residues, attached to 

the phosphate groups of lipid A, reduce the net negative charge on LPS and therefore 
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the electrostatic binding of AMPs. Although these modifications reduce both the sensitivity 

towards AMPs and the need for divalent cations for OM stability, in several cases they have 

also been shown to be costly for bacterial fitness,63–65 indicating a delicate balance between 

LPS structure and OM stability. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: Effect of the OM permeability barrier on the physico-chemical properties of an- 
tibacterial compounds. Antibiotics active against Gram-negative bacteria are, on average, 
smaller and more hydrophilic than drugs active against Gram-positives. The impermeabil- 
ity of the LPS layer restricts penetration across the OM primarily through the water-filled 
channels of porins which have a cut-off size around 700 Da. Adapted from Ref. 5. 

 

 
2.4 Structural features of protein-LPS complexes 

 
The interaction between LPS molecules and both membrane and soluble proteins is at the 

basis of the OM structural stability as well as the several recognition processes that involve 
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processes. 
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2.4.1 LPS interactions with OM proteins 
 

The crystallographic structures of two OM proteins, the OmpE36 homotrimeric porin43 (Fig- 

ure 5a) and the monomeric siderophore FhuA,66 have been characterized in complex with 

bound LPS molecules, providing insight on the molecular details of their interaction with 

LPS in the OM. Analysis of the electron density of the E. coli siderophore FhuA revealed 

the presence of a single LPS molecule bound to the transmembrane protein domain, with 

the six acyl chains of lipid A adjacent to the hydrophobic external interface of the β-barrel 

structure.66 The polar interactions are dominated by six basic residues (i.e. arginines and 

lysines) present on the protein which form salt bridges and hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl 

groups of the inner core OS of LPS, whilst only a few noncharged residues of FhuA take part 

in the interaction. The crystal structure of the OmpE36 trimer from Enterobacter cloacae, 

which shares a high sequence similarity with the E. coli major porin OmpF, contains four 

LPS molecules per protein trimer in two different binding sites. 43 Three LPS molecules are 

bound in the cleft between adjacent β-barrel monomers and one LPS molecule on the side 

of one of the three barrels. In the latter binding site, a Ca2+ atom mediates the association 

of the Kdo residue of LPS with polar amino acids of OmpE36 (Figure 5a), supporting the 

notion of the importance of divalent cations in stabilising the interaction between LPS and 

porins, in addition to the well-known LPS-LPS cross-linking in the OM. In contrast, no metal 

ions were present in the crystal structure of LPS bound to FhuA, where significantly fewer 

interactions were found between the protein and the Kdo residue of LPS which was found 

to point away from the protein interface.66 Furthermore, whilst LPS interacts mainly with 

basic amino acid side chains in the FhuA complex, the OmpE36 structure indicates a more 

predominant role of a network of specific hydrogen bonds and polar interactions between the 

porin and the functional groups of LPS.43 

In many Gram-negative bacteria the OM is surrounded by a surface layer (S-layer), a pro- 

tective paracrystalline sheet of proteins anchored to the bacterial envelope through the car- 

bohydrate head group of LPS. The interaction between Rsa, a S-layer protein of Caulobacter 
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crescentus, and the O-antigen of its LPS has been recently elucidated by cryo-EM, which 

revealed a Ca2+ mediated interaction between the protein and the O-PS composed of alter- 

nating mannose and N-Acetyl-perosamine residues. 44 As mentioned above in this section, 

LPS interacts with its transport proteins after being flipped to the periplasmic side of the 

IM by MsbA, an ATP-binding cassette transporter28,67 (Figure 5b). The LPS molecule is 

transferred from the inner to the outer membrane by seven membrane proteins (LptA to 

LptG), whose complexes have been characterized by cryo-EM31,68 (Figure 5c) and crystal- 

lography.32 These studies have revealed for the E. coli transport system that LPS interacts 

with a specific pocket at the interface of LptC and LptA.69 

 
2.4.2 LPS interactions with exogenous proteins 

 
Due to its unique structure and localisation on the surface of Gram-negative organisms, LPS 

represents the target of several proteins capable of recognizing and binding different parts of 

its molecular structure, making it a key player in several recognition processes. 10 Bacterial 

soluble lectins involved in host recognition and in biofilm formation bind to the heptose of 

the inner core OS of LPS via Ca2+-bridging between the hydroxyl groups of the monosac- 

charide residues and the protein surface. 45 Bacteriophages are also known to use LPS as 

receptors for their tail-spike proteins which they use to bind specifically to the O-antigen of 

several enterobacteria. Several structures of bacteriophage-LPS complexes have been solved, 

revealing an elongated binding site formed by a deformed β-helix.70 LPS also functions as a 

target for bacterial toxins such as colicin N, and several pyocins. Colicin N recognises and 

binds specific heptose and hexose cabohydrate residues of the core OS of E. coli 36 whilst 

pyocins interact with the common polysaccharide antigen, a homopolymer of d-rhamnose 

that forms one of the O-PS chains type found in P. aeruginosa.71 

LPS, whose strong ability to elicit immune responses earned it the name endotoxin, is recog- 

nised by several protein receptors in animal and plant hosts, produced by both the adaptive 

and innate immune system.4,10 Only a limited number of structures of antibody-glycan com- 
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plexes are available, mostly Fab fragments of antibody complexed with oligosaccharides of 

O-antigens from Salmonella,72 Vibrio cholerae 73 and Shigella flexneri ,74 or with the Kdo 

oligosaccharides of the inner core for the Chlamydiaceae family.75 Soluble and membrane- 

bound mammalian lectins are known to act as pattern recognition receptors for microbial 

glycoconjugates and several members of this family of proteins have been shown to recognise 

the sugars present on LPS.76 The heptose residues of the inner core OS were also found to 

be the binding site recognised by the surfactant protein-D (SP-D) present in lung mucus, a 

C-type lectin, characterised by the presence of Ca2+ in the carbohydrate binding site.46,47 

Belonging to another class of animal lectins involved in innate immunity, Omentin-1 has 

been crystallized in complex with D-glycero-D-talo-oct-2-ulosonic acid (KO)77 a sugar that 

can substitute one of the two Kdo residues in some Gram-negative species.78 In contrast 

macrophage galactose-type lectins (MGL) preferentially bind to the hexose sugars of the 

outer core OS.79 

In the activation of the toll-like receptor (TLR) pathway, LPS is first extracted from aggre- 

gates by the lipid-binding protein (LBP), then transferred to the cluster of differentiation 14 

(CD14) protein. The CD14 protein promotes the formation of a hexameric complex of two 

copies of LPS, TLR4 and myeloid differentiation factor 2 (MD-2) (TLR4/MD-2/LPS)2 11,80 

(Figure 5d). LPS alkyl chains are inserted within the hydrophobic pocket of MD-2, and 

the sugar/phosphate residues stick out and interact with the TLR4 protein, triggering the 

complex dimerisation. Activation of the TLR4 receptor, and the consequent inflammatory 

signal cascade, is highly dependent on the acylation pattern and phosphorylation degree of 

LPS. The degree of occupancy of the MD-2 hydrophobic pocket, dictated by the acylation 

state of LPS, affects the proximity of the phosphate groups to the TLR4 protein (Figure 5d 

inset) and therefore the ability of LPS to promote the multimerisation of TLR4/MD-2 

complexes and the consequent inflammatory signal cascade.80 As a result of the structural 

requirements for signal transduction, hexa-acylated and bi-phosphorylated lipid A represents 

the most potent agonist of the TLR4 pathway.11 
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Overall, from an analysis of the protein-LPS complexes described, a remarkable diversity 

of molecular interactions emerges, both in terms of the specific regions of LPS involved as 

well as the nature of the forces at play. Interactions underlying recognition processes such 

as those involving lectins, bacteriophages and bacterial toxins, like colicin N and pyocins, 

primarily target the carbohydrate structures present in the core OS and O-antigen regions, 

which are significantly more accessible than the buried hydrophobic lipid A. The lipid A 

moiety plays however a determining role in the recognition by the TLR4-mediated pathway 

and the subsequent activation of the inflammatory cascade, one of the central processes in 

host-pathogen interactions involving Gram-negative bacteria. Even the two structures of LPS 

bound to β-barrel OM proteins available, although both involving broadly the same lipid A 

and inner core OS regions, highlight significant differences, with a more prominent role of 

electrostatic interactions in the case of FhuA and a stronger reliance on hydrogen bonding 

and Ca2+ mediated interactions for OmpE36. As our understanding of the structure of 

the OM grows, the importance of the interplay between LPS and OM proteins becomes 

ever more central and deepening our knowledge of these interactions at a molecular level 

remains of primary importance to fully elucidate the properties of the OM of primary 

importance to fully elucidate the properties of the OM 
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Figure 5: Structures of LPS in complex with different proteins available in the Protein Data 
Bank. a) OmpE36 porin (PDB: 5FVN), showing only one of the LPS molecules present  in 
the structure for clarity. The inset shows the calcium ion binding site mediating the porin-
LPS interaction by bridging two asparagine residues with the KDO moiety of LPS, 
reproduced from Ref. 43 b) MsbA transport protein (PDB: 6BPP); c) LptB2FG complex 
transport system (PDB: 6S8H) LptF, LptG and the two LptB molecules are coloured in 
wheat, yellow and cyan, respectively; d) TLR4-MD-2 dimeric complex (PDB: 3FXI) TLR-4 
and MD-2 are coloured in wheat and cyan, respectively. The inset shows the different spa- 
tial orientations of the phosphate groups of hexa-acylated lipid A (red) and tetra-acylated 
lipid A (green), respectively a potent agonist and antagonist of the TLR4 pathway, 
resulting from the different degree of occupancy of the MD-2 pocket (dashed line) by the 
acyl chains, reproduced from Ref. 80. Proteins are represented by helices, LPS by spheres. 
Graphics have been prepared using PyMol (Schrödinger). 
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3 Studies of LPS reconstituted at interfaces 
 

Whilst crystallography and cryo-EM are powerful tools to investigate the structure of individ- 

ual LPS molecules bound to proteins, the requirements for crystalline and frozen specimens, 

respectively, preclude their use in studying the structural properties of LPS under conditions 

comparable to those faced physiologically by bacteria. This has led to the development of a 

range of in vitro models of the OM created by reconstituting layers of different LPS chemo- 

types, from lipid A to rough mutants to smooth LPS, on planar surfaces to investigate the 

properties of the lipid matrix of the OM and the interactions with antimicrobial molecules. 

Compared to the native bacterial surface, in vitro OM models are significantly less com- 

plex systems which enable the investigation of both structural and biophysical properties 

of membranes containing LPS. Furthermore, OM models provide a complementary way to 

study the interactions of antimicrobials with a simplified mimic of the bacterial cell envelope 

which has been shown to be a powerful approach for the characterisation of the effects of 

clinically relevant antibiotics at a molecular level, as discussed in the dedicated sections of 

this review. 

 

Biophysical methods to study OM models. Macroscopic, planar LPS layers are partic- 

ularly suited for methods based on X-ray81 and neutron scattering,82,83 techniques that have 

provided a detailed description of the structure of LPS reconstituted at both air/liquid and 

solid/liquid interfaces. Specular reflection techniques, such as X-ray reflectometry (XRR) 

and neutron reflectometry (NR), are routinely used to probe the elemental composition of 

molecularly thin films along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the interface with 

sub-nanometer resolution,84 which provide information on the thickness and composition of 

the individual regions of molecules at the interface. Both XRR and NR have been used 

extensively to study model membranes containing LPS, each approach presenting specific 

advantages and drawbacks: X-rays can be produced with very high intensity at synchrotron 

beam lines, enabling fast data acquisition and access to off-specular scattering, such as graz- 
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ing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), as well as X-ray fluorescence measurements. 85 On 

the other hand, the unique isotopic sensitivity of neutrons, which differentiate hydrogen from 

its isotope deuterium, allows exploitation of the so-called isotopic contrast variation, used 

to highlight specific molecular components within the model membranes. 86–88 The higher 

penetration depth of neutrons through solid substrates such as silicon crystals, has made 

them widespread for studies at buried solid/liquid interfaces, whilst X-rays have been used 

to a larger extent to study LPS monolayers at the air/water interface. In the latter case, 

access to GIXD measurements provides information on the in-plane ordering and packing 

parameters of LPS molecules such as the area per hydrocarbon chain, the average size of the 

ordered domains and the tilt angle of the acyl chains.89 

In addition to the structural information provided by X-rays and neutron scattering tech- 

niques, a range of surface sensitive and biophysical methods have contributed to the charac- 

terisation of the properties of LPS at interfaces and their interactions with antimicrobials, 

complementing the structural information obtained from scattering experiments. These in- 

clude X-ray fluorescence, 85,90,91 fluorescence microscopy,92,93 infrared spectroscopy,94,95 atomic 

force microscopy (AFM),92,96,97 surface plasmon resonance (SPR),94 quartz crystal microbal- 

ance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D), 93,98,99 interfacial rheometry100 and impedance 

spectroscopy.101,102 

In the following sections we review the work done on the structural characterisation 

of LPS reconstituted in mono- and bilayers, focusing first on Langmuir monolayers at the 

air/liquid interface to then move on to the studies performed on LPS-containing membranes 

reconstituted at solid interfaces. Related approaches that remain outside the scope of this re- 

view include diffraction studies on LPS multilayers103–106 and LPS reconstituted into Montal- 

Muller membranes at the liquid/liquid interface. 92,107,108 
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Figure 6: a) Schematic representation of the experimental set up used to perform experiments 
on LPS Langmuir monolayers. In orange the Whilhelmy plate used to measure changes in 
surface pressure upon compression of the monolayer performed by the movable barriers. 
The incident beam represents either neutrons or x-rays used in the different experimental 
techniques b) Pressure-area compression isotherm of ReLPS (left) and RaLPS (right) on a 
subphase containing of 50 mM CaCl2. Reproduced from Ref. 100. c) XRR curves (left) and 
corresponding electron density profiles (right) of a monolayer of ReLPS measured at 
different surface pressures on a subphase containing 50 mM calcium chloride. d) GIXD 
detector image (left) and integrated signal (right) from ReLPS measured under different 
subphase and surface pressure conditions. c) and d) reproduced from Ref. 109. 
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3.1 LPS monolayers at the air/water interface 
 

A single layer of LPS molecules spread on the water surface of a Langmuir trough is ar- 

guably the simplest in vitro model of the outer leaflet of the OM. Langmuir monolayers are 

versatile systems for the biophysical characterisation of lipid layers as they provide control 

over the the degree of packing of lipid molecules as well as environmental physico-chemical 

parameters such as temperature, pH and ionic strength.110 Furthermore, antimicrobial com- 

pounds can be introduced in the aqueous subphase below the monolayer to investigate their 

effects on LPS and gain insights into the interaction at a molecular level. 59,111 Insoluble 

Langmuir monolayers are also the starting point for the assembly of Langmuir-Blodgett and 

Langmuir-Schaefer112 LPS interfaces, reviewed below in the dedicated section, as well as free 

standing asymmetric bilayers at the liquid/liquid interface, also known as Montal-Muller 

membranes.92,107,108 

 
3.1.1 Surface pressure-area isotherms of LPS 

 
Molecular monolayers are prepared by spreading a solution of LPS in organic solvents onto a 

clean buffered aqueous subphase, where the monolayer can be compressed using the movable 

barriers of the trough whilst the surface pressure (which is a measure of the decrease in the 

interfacial surface tension) is monitored using a Wilhelmy plate (Figure 6a). The measure- 

ment yields a compression isotherm, which correlates the change in the surface pressure to 

the mean molecular area of LPS in the monolayer, providing a tool to sample the isother- 

mal phases of the monolayer as it undergoes compression. Typical lipid packing densities 

found in biological membranes and estimated to correspond to values of surface pressure 

between 30 and 35 mN/m for phospholipid membranes,113,114 can therefore be reproduced 

in compressed monolayers for biophysical studies. Due to the significant differences in the 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance of different LPS variants, mixtures of organic solvents of 

different polarity are used to solubilise the various chemotypes prior to their deposition. 

Lipid A and ReLPS are typically solubilised in mixtures of chloroform and methanol, while 
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for the more polar LPS with longer carbohydrate headgroups (e.g. RaLPS and smooth 

LPS), a mixture of phenol, chloroform, and petroleum ether (PCP) 2:5:8 v:v:v is commonly 

employed.100,115,116 

Although formation of mixed LPS-phospholipid monolayers had been reported in 1970117 

the first systematic study on Langmuir monolayers of pure lipid A and rough LPS chemo- 

types was published in 1984 by Brandenburg and Seydel who combined surface pressure 

measurements with bulk differential thermal analysis and fluorescence spectroscopy to study 

the phase behaviour of LPS from S. minnesota.115 Isotherms of lipid A monolayers exhibited 

the plateau typical of the coexistence of the liquid-expanded and the liquid-condensed states, 

indicating a clear change of phase from a disordered to an ordered state upon compression 

of the monolayer. The calorimetric and fluorescence measurements identified a well-defined 

thermotropic phase transition from the gel to the fluid phase, within the temperature range of 

40◦C - 46◦C for lipid A, and 30◦C - 37◦C for various LPS mutants of increasing core OS size, 

a trend confirmed in a follow up study by the same group.118 Even if a clear thermotropic 

phase transition was measured for all LPS types by calorimetry and fluorescence, the authors 

noted that the isotherm plateau gradually disappeared as the size of the oligosaccharide re- 

gion increased, as later reported by several studies on rough LPS and lipid A monolayers 

from Escherichia coli 119–121 and Salmonella species100,122 (Figure 6b). Taken together these 

observations suggest that as the core OS size increases, the intermolecular interactions in 

the monolayer become dominated by the bulky headgroup of LPS which overshadow the 

transition from the liquid expanded to the liquid condensed phase of the acyl chains in the 

isotherms. This behaviour can be compared to what is observed in the isotherms of ganglio- 

sides glycolipids, where the plateau becomes less evident as the size of the carbohydrate head 

group increases.123 Indeed, infrared measurements revealed that the acyl chains of ReLPS 

become ordered as monolayers are compressed to smaller areas even when a plateau is not 

clearly visible.95 

Interfacial rheometry measurements have shown how the interactions between the larger core 
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OS of RaLPS significantly alter the mechanical properties of LPS monolayers when compared 

to the shorter ReLPS. Whilst monolayers of ReLPS form viscoelastic two-dimensional gels 

only in the presence of cross-linking divalent cations, RaLPS monolayers display viscoelastic 

behaviour both in the presence and absence of Ca2+ ions upon compression, indicating a 

stronger interaction between the larger core OS regions. 100 Examining the effects of divalent 

cations on LPS isotherms has provided useful insights on the biological role of Ca2+ and 

Mg2+ for the stability of the OM. Divalent cations have a significant condensing effect on 

LPS monolayers, reducing the mean molecular area of LPS by means of bridging the repul- 

sive electrostatic interaction arising from its anionic functional groups. This is evident in 

the isotherms of ReLPS,100,120 RaLPS91,94,100,122 and smooth LPS,116 all of which display, at a 

given surface pressure, a significant decrease in the mean molecular area in the presence of 

50 mM Ca2+ (Figure 6b). Interestingly, the condensing effect of divalent cations becomes 

significantly less evident when isotherms are performed at 10◦C.109 This can be interpreted 

as a consequence of the higher order favored by the lower kinetic energy in the monolayer at 

10◦C compared to room temperature, which partially reduces the thermal motion of LPS acyl 

chains in the monolayer. This in turns promotes tighter packing of LPS molecules thereby 

reducing the extent to which LPS can be further condensed by divalent cations in the sub- 

phase at a given surface pressure. 

Grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence (GIXF) measurements have shown how Ca2+ com- 

pletely replaces monovalent K+ ions in the core OS region when added to the subphase 

of the monolayers, indicating a much higher affinity of divalent cations for both Ra91 and 

ReLPS85 compared to monovalent ones. In the presence of divalent cations, the melting tem- 

perature of ReLPS raises from 32◦C to 36◦C and 39◦C for Mg2+ and Ca2+ respectively,124 an 

effect reflected in ReLPS isotherms in which the presence of Ca2+ lowers the pressure 

required for the onset of the plateau100,120 which is in agreement with an increase in the 

lipids melting temperature. 
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3.1.2 Vertical structure of LPS monolayers 
 

Specular reflection techniques such as XRR and NR, have provided precise information on 

the vertical structure (i.e. perpendicular to the plane of the interface) of LPS monolayers. 

Whilst X-rays are sensitive to the electron density in the sample, neutrons are scattered by 

the atomic nuclei, thereby providing complementary information on the different regions of 

the monolayer.19,116 In reflectometry experiments, a beam of either X-rays or neutrons hits 

a planar interfacial sample (e.g. a monolayer at the air/water interface) and the reflected 

intensity is measured, at the same angle of incidence, as a function of the wave vector trans- 

fer (Qz), a combination of incident angle (θ) and wavelength (λ) of the impinging radiation 

(Qz = 4π sin(θ) λ−1).125 The resulting intensity versus Qz plot is converted into a profile of 

the distribution of scattering centers along the perpendicular to the interface versus distance, 

typically by fitting the data to the reflectivity calculated from a slab model of the interface 

which describes chemically distinct regions of the sample19,87,91,126 (Figure 6c). An alterna- 

tive approach consists in using partial structure factors127 which account for the independent 

contributions of each individual region of the monolayer to the overall reflectivity.116,128 

 
 
 

Rough LPS mutants. A two layers structure, composed of a water-embedded layer cor- 

responding to the GlcN and Kdo head groups and an adjacent air-exposed layer for the acyl 

chains, is typically used to model reflectivity data from lipid A 121,129,130 and ReLPS.109,120 

For rough LPS with longer core OS such as RcLPS and RaLPS, this minimal two-layer 

model can be extended to a set of three layers by splitting the carbohydrate head group into 

an inner core region and an outer core region,19,131–133 reflecting the different chemical and 

physical properties of the inner and outer core OS. In particular, the presence of phosphate 

groups in the inner core, which also drives the accumulation of divalent cations,91 imparts a 

higher electron density compared to the outer core which can be measured by XRR.19,131,132 

Although most structural studies have focused primarily on lipid A and rough mutant LPS, 
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recently the monolayer structure of smooth LPS from E. coli serotype O55:B5 has been 

resolved by a combination of XRR and NR at the air/water interface.116 Due to the polydis- 

perse nature of the O-PS chains, these are not suitable to be approximated to a single layer 

of homogeneous density but can be instead described by a stretched exponential function 

that reflects the decay in O-PS density as a function of distance from the interface. 128 

In addition to the number of sugars present in the core OS and O-PS, the surface pressure 

and the ionic compositions of the sub-phase affect the overall vertical structure and thickness 

of LPS monolayers. A comprehensive study on ReLPS by Jeworrek et al. systematically 

addressed the influence of both parameters on the monolayers structure109 (Figure 6c). The 

thickness of ReLPS acyl chains was found to change from 13.5 Å to 15.9 Å when com- 

pressing monolayers from 10 to 40 mN/m regardless of the specific ionic composition of the 

subphase, which was instead shown to affect the thickness of the head group region. Specif- 

ically, at low compression levels (10 mN/m) the GlcN and Kdo head group of ReLPS was 

found to be 9.5 Å  and 13.3 Å  in the presence of Na+  and Ca2+  respectively, indicating a 

more upright orientation of the Kdo moieties driven by divalent cations mediated cross- 

linking. For a comparison, lipid A monolayers, which lack the Kdo residues, as expected, 

display a significantly thinner head group, measuring 3.7 Å , 5.1 Å and 6.2 Å at 10 mN/m, 

20 mN/m and 30 mN/m respectively.121,129 Combining XRR and NR Le Brun et al. have 

addressed the characterisation of monolayers of RcLPS, which contains in its core OS the 

complete heptose inner region plus two hexose sugars of the outer core OS.19 Whilst at 

low surface pressure (10 mN/m) the water-embedded head group layer resembled a single 

14 Å thick homogeneous layer, above 20 mN/m an inner and an outer region became clearly 

distinguishable both by XRR and NR as RcLPS molecules adopt an upright orientation in 

the compressed monolayer. The inner core is characterised by a higher electron density, 

measured by X-rays, and a lower volume fraction of water hydrating the inner carbohydrate 

region, revealed by neutrons, as compared to a more hydrated and less electron dense outer 

core region. The full core oligosaccharide sequence present in RaLPS reaches an extension of 
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28 Å to 30 Å with a lipid A region comparable to the other LPS species measuring between 

10 Å and 13 Å, depending on the conditions of surface pressure and divalent cations present 

in the subphase.90,91,122,131 

 
 
 

Smooth LPS. Recently, the structure of the O-PS at the air/water interface was elucidated 

by characterising Langmuir monolayers of smooth LPS from E. coli .116 The structural study 

described a bimodal saccharide distribution across the interface for LPS carrying uncharged 

O-PS, with a dense core oligosaccharide region followed by an extended and diluted polysac- 

charide domain. The O-PS "brush" formed by the polydisperse O-side chains, present in 

a fraction of the LPS molecules, was found to have a maximum extension of 150 Å and 

163 Å in the presence and absence of Ca2+ respectively. The O-PS conformation was well 

described within the self-consistent field (SCF) theory adapted for grafted brushes of flexible 

polymers which was used to estimate the extension of the uncharged O-antigen chains. The 

theoretical modelling estimated the maximum extension of the O-PS chain to be 160 Å , in 

close agreement with the values obtained from the reflectivity data analysis.116 

 
3.1.3 Lateral structure of LPS monolayers 

 
Whilst specular reflectometry measurements enable access to the vertical structure of LPS 

monolayers, GIXD provides information on the in-plane lateral arrangement and conforma- 

tion of LPS molecules within the monolayer.81,89 Although chain-saturated glycolipids can 

display two-dimensional ordering of both the lipid acyl chains and the carbohydrate head- 

groups,134 no LPS chemotype has been shown to display ordering of the core OS region in 

GIXD experiments on monolayers. Several studies have instead measured the crystalline ar- 

rangement of the acyl chains of lipid A121,129,130 ReLPS,109,120 RcLPS19,132,133 and RaLPS131 

monolayers (Table 1). In GIXD experiments the number of Bragg peaks observed in the 

diffraction signal along the Qxy direction (Figure 6d) is indicative of the type of packing that 
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the acyl chains adopt within the monolayer: typically, a single peak indicates ideal hexagonal 

packing, two peaks arise from a distorted hexagonal configuration (equivalent to centered 

rectangular) whilst three Bragg peaks indicate an oblique hexagonal packing. 89 Furthermore, 

the positioning of the peaks in the Qz direction contains information on the tilting of the 

acyl chains with respect to the interface plane. 

Although complicated by differences in bacterial strains, subphase composition, surface pres- 

sure and temperature conditions used for GIXD experiments on monolayers, a comparison of 

the results available in the literature highlights a certain degree of variablity in the diffraction 

measurements of LPS monolayers. Even for lipid A molecules from E. coli F583 on the same 

subphase and under the same conditions of surface pressure (30 mN/m), both hexagonal129 

and distorted hexagonal121 packing have been reported. ReLPS was shown to adopt hexag- 

onal packing and diffract at 20 mN/m only in the presence of added Ca2+ ions, whereas a 

surface pressure of 30 mN/m was required to reproduce the single diffraction peak in the 

absence of added divalent cations.120 Another extensive GIXD study on ReLPS monolayers 

reported instead diffraction corresponding to distorted hexagonal packing even at low (10 

mN/m) surface pressures without added calcium ions, however in this case measurements 

were performed at 10◦C which promotes ordering of the lipids.109 In this study, increasing 

the pressure above 20 mN/m or adding Ca2+ resulted in the splitting of the signal into 

three peaks indicating the onset of oblique hexagonal packing of the acyl chains of ReLPS 

(Figure 6d). Unexpectedly, the presence of Ca2+ and higher surface pressures resulted in 

the systematic reduction of the crystalline domains size which was attributed to a higher 

occurrence of defects in the monolayer, promoted by an increased rigidity of the LPS layer 

under these conditions.109 A different study on E. coli RcLPS reported an oblique hexagonal 

packing with the presence of additional molecular tilting of the acyl chains which decreased 

from 29◦ to 15◦ as the monolayer was compressed from 3 to 45 mN/m, in agreement with 

the increase in thickness measured by XRR and NR. 19 Two separate studies on a different 

RcLPS chemotype from S. enterica showed a single diffraction peak at 20 mN/m indicating 
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ideal hexagonal packing132,133 in contrast with the oblique hexagonal arrangement of E. coli 

RcLPS.19 Hexagonal packing was also observed for E. coli RaLPS at 35 mN/m in the pres- 

ence of 5 mM Ca2+.131 The diffraction peak disappeared upon removal of Ca2+ by means of 

the chelating agent EDTA supporting the notion that the bridging effect of divalent cations 

promotes ordering of the monolayer acyl chain region as observed with ReLPS.109,120 On 

the other hand no diffraction was observed for RaLPS from S. enterica even in the pres- 

ence of Ca2+ 122 although in this case measurements were performed at 25 mN/m whereas 

diffraction was observed for E. coli RaLPS at 35 mN/m.131 A strain-dependent behaviour of 

the different RaLPS types cannot be ruled out and future studies could help explain these 

differences. Although a range of diffraction patterns have been observed for LPS and lipid A, 

the measured area per hydrocarbon chain has been consistently shown to be between 18 and 

22 Å2 in all cases, with no clear trend dictated by surface pressure conditions or subphase 

composition.109 At present, there are no studies on the in-plane structure of pure smooth 

LPS monolayers. A step in this direction is the study by Michel et al. who performed GIXD 

measurements on monolayers made of a mixture of smooth LPS and ReLPS (3:1 w/w).135 

The recent elucidation of the vertical structure of smooth LPS monolayers116 could pave the 

way for studies on the lateral organisation of monolayers made entirely of smooth LPS. 
 

Bacterial 

Strain 

LPS Chemo- 

type 

Methods Antimicrobials Reference 

S. enterica min- 

nesota 

Lipid A, ReLPS, 

RdLPS,  RcLPS, 

RbLPS, RaLPS 

Isotherms - 115 

P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 H103 

ReLPS Interfacial ten- 

siometry 

Polymixin B and 

E1, Colymicin 

M, Gramicidin S 

136 

E. coli F583 Lipid A Isotherms Protegrin 119 
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E. coli F583 Lipid A Isotherms, 

Impedance 

spectroscopy 

LL-37 101 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R595 

Tetra-acyl lipid 

A, Lipid  A, 

ReLPS 

Isotherms, Epi- 

fluorescence 

Polymixin B†
 96 

S. typhimurium 

G30/C21 

Mono- 

phosphoryl 

lipid A 

Isotherms - 137 

E. coli F583 Lipid A Isotherms, 

GIXD, XRR 

Cathelicidins: 

LL-37, SMAP- 

29, D2A22 

121 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R595 

Lipid A, ReLPS Isotherms, BAM Polymyxin B 

and derivatives 

138 

P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 O5 

Smooth LPS Isotherms - 139 

Not specified Lipid A Isotherms, 

GIXD, XRR 

Protegrin 130 

S. enterica R595 Lipid A, ReLPS Isotherms, IR Lactoferrin 95 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota 

RaLPS Isotherms, 

GIXOS, MC 

simulation 

Protamine 122 

E. coli F583 Lipid A Isotherms, 

GIXD, XRR 

Synthetic 

AMPs: OAK-1, 

AA-1 

129 
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S. enterica R595 ReLPS GIXF, MC sim- 

ulations 

- 85 

E. coli F515 Lipid A, ReLPS Isotherms, 

GIXD,    GIXOS, 

MC simulations 

Protamine 120 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R595 

ReLPS Isotherms, 

XRR, GIXD 

- 109 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R90 

RaLPS Isotherms, 

GIXF, XRR 

Protamine, 

synthetic AMP 

PEP 19-2.5 

91 

E. coli J5 RcLPS NR, XR, GIXD, 

BAM 

- 19 

P aeruginosa Not specified Interfacial ten- 

siometry 

Polymyxin B 

and synthetic 

AMP WLBU2 

140 

S. enterica Ty- 

phimurium galE 

mutant 

RcLPS‡ Isotherms, 

XRR, GIXD 

Novobiocin 132 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R595, 

R60 

ReLPS, RaLPS Isotherms, Inter- 

facial rheometry 

Protamine 100 

E. coli EH100 RaLPS Isotherms, 

GIXD 

- 131 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota 

ReLPS, Smooth 

LPS 

Isotherms, 

GIXD, BAM 

Plasticins 135 
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E. coli EH100 RaLPS Isotherms, 

simulations 

MD - 141 

E. coli O55:B5 Smooth LPS Isotherms, 

XRR 

NR, - 116 

S. enterica Ty- 

phimurium galE 

mutant 

RcLPS‡
 Isotherms, 

GIXD, XRR, 

MD simulations 

LL-37 133 

S. enterica Min- 

nesota R60 

RaLPS Isotherms, 

GIXF, XRR 

Benzalkonium 

chloride, benzyl 

alcohol 

90 

E. coli ReLPS, RdLPS Isotherms Ampicillin, 

Cefsulodin, 

Ciprofloxacin, 

Novobiocin, 

Rifampicin, 

Azythromicin, 

Telithromicin, 

Gentamicin, 

Polymyxin B, 

Polymyxin E 

142 

E. coli J5 RcLPS Isotherms, 

IR 

NR, Synthetic 

AMPs: 

G(IIKK)3I-NH2, 

C8-G(IIKK)2I- 

NH2 

126 
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Table 1: Studies addressing LPS Langmuir monolayers listed in chronological order of publi- 
cation. GIXD: grazing incidence x-ray diffraction, XRR: X-ray reflectometry, BAM: brewster 
angle microscopy, IR infrared spectroscopy, GIXOS: grazing-incidence x-ray out of specu- 
lar plane scattering, NR neutron reflectometry, GIXF: grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence, 
MD: molecular dynamics, MC: Monte Carlo (†) Interaction studied after transferring the 
monolayer onto a solid substrate. (‡) Modified RcLPS obtained from antibiotic resistant and 
sensitive strains. 

 
3.1.4 Antimicrobial studies at the air/water interface 

 
Lipid monolayers have been used extensively to test antimicrobial interactions with model 

membranes.59,111,143 Given the primary role of LPS in the OM as the first line of defence 

against noxious compounds, numerous studies have addressed the interaction of antimicro- 

bial compounds with LPS and lipid A monolayers (Table 1). Typically, after compressing 

the monolayer at surface pressures between 20 and 30 mN/m, antimicrobial compounds are 

injected into the aqueous subphase and their insertion in the monolayer is assessed by moni- 

toring changes in surface pressure at a constant monolayer area or, conversely, by observing 

the changes in the area required to maintain a constant surface pressure. Once the system 

reaches equilibrium, NR, XRR and GIXD measurements can be used to probe the structural 

changes in the monolayer and assess the effects of the interaction. 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are one of the most studied categories of compounds in this 

context as they represent a class of membrane active compounds with potential for develop- 

ment of antimicrobials less susceptible to antibiotic resistance. 59,144 The first comprehensive 

study of the effects of AMPs on LPS monolayers was published by Zhang et al. who used 

interfacial tensiometry to measure the interaction of three polymyxins (i.e. polymyxin B, 

polymyxin E1 and colimycin M) and gramicidin S with ReLPS monolayers.136 These antibi- 

otics are cyclic cationic AMPs approved for clinical use to treat Gram-negative infections 

topically and the study addressed their ability to insert into monolayers made of ReLPS 

compared to phospholipid monolayers, mimicking the outer and cytoplasmic membrane, re- 

spectively. Interfacial tensiometry experiments use a simpler version of a Langmuir trough 
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that lacks the movable barrier, where lipids are added to the surface until a desired surface 

pressure is achieved, in this case 18 mN/m. This approach simplifies the measurements by 

eliminating the step of performing the compression isotherm but allows for a greater number 

of experiments to be performed. The study elegantly correlated the ability of the AMPs 

to insert into the different types of lipid monolayers with cell killing and cell permeabilisa- 

tion assays to provide a comprehensive picture of the diverse mechanisms of action of these 

antibiotics.136 

 

Structural studies on LPS-AMP interactions: XRR and GIXD Neville et al. per- 

formed the first structural studies on lipid A monolayers, using XRR and GIXD to investigate 

the effects of two natural cathelicidin AMPs, LL-37 and SMAP-29, and the synthetic ana- 

logue D2A22. 121 In the study, monolayer experiments were performed on a conventional 

Langmuir trough and the results showed how the ability of the AMPs to insert in the mono- 

layer is heavily influenced by the concentration of antimicrobials and the surface pressure 

conditions. Overall, AMP insertion was shown to be directly proportional to the AMP con- 

centration in the subphase (higher penetration at 0.1 µg/ml compared to 0.04 µg/ml) and 

inversely proportional to the surface pressure applied during the interaction (lower penetra- 

tion at 40 mN/m compared to 30 mN/m). Although insertion isotherms revealed a significant 

amount of AMPs penetrating into the lipid A monolayer, GIXD data only showed minor ef- 

fects on the lateral ordering of lipid A which preserved an unperturbed distorted hexagonal 

packing after AMPs addition. XRR indicated a moderate change in thickness and electron 

density of the monolayer induced by the interaction with LL-37 which was mainly localised 

in the head group region of lipid A. A significantly stronger effect of LL-37 was reported in 

a later study on RcLPS monolayers by Martynowycz et al., who compared the interaction of 

LL-37 with LPS isolated from two strains of S. enterica, one of which expresses LPS modified 

with the addition of an extra acyl chain and an amino arabinose residue that increase resis- 

tance towards the AMP.133 XRR and GIXD indicated a much more prominent alteration of 
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the monolayer structure by LL-37 compared to what observed in the work of Neville et al. on 

lipid A,101 with a prominent loss of lateral ordering in the monolayers as well as significant 

differences in the vertical structure before and after interaction with the AMP. LPS modifi- 

cations from the drug-resistant bacteria were shown to reduce antibiotic penetration in the 

monolayer, providing molecular-level insights into the mechanisms of antibiotic resistance by 

combining biophysical techniques with results from molecular dynamic simulations. In a 

previous study, Nobre et al. combined XRR and GIXD to show how the same modifications 

were effective in preventing penetration of the small molecule antibiotic novobiocin through 

monolayers of LPS extracted from sensitive and resistant strains of S. enterica.132 Contrary 

to what was observed with LL-37, however, novobiocin caused an unexpected increase in 

the lateral ordering of LPS monolayers as revealed by the enhanced intensity of the diffrac- 

tion peak measured by GIXD after the interaction. The peculiar order-inducing effects of 

novobiocin remain unusual when compared to the loss of order caused by the majority of an- 

timicrobial compounds studied by GIXD, suggesting a rather different mechanism of action 

of this antibiotic. Complete loss of lateral ordering was also reported for antimicrobials such 

as protamine120 and the synthetic biomimetic AMPs OAK-1 and AA-1129 whilst protegrin 

was shown to only partially affect the two dimensional order of lipid A monolayers.130 

 

Effect of divalent cations Several studies have focused on the role of divalent cations in 

reducing the susceptibility of LPS monolayers towards the penetration of antimicrobials as 

in the case of protamine,100,120,122 synthetic peptides91 and cationic surfactants.90 In all cases 

the presence of mM quantitites of Ca2+ ions in the aqueous subphase significantly reduced the 

susceptibility of LPS monolayers to penetration of antimicrobials. In this context, the use of 

GIXF has provided depth-resolved information on the ion distribution profiles of monovalent 

(K+) and divalent (Ca2+) cations85 complementary to the structural information on the LPS- 

antimicrobial interaction obtained by XRR.90,91 
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Structural studies on LPS-AMP interactions: NR Although limited by the require- 

ment for deuterium-labelled LPS, which is not commercially available and is extracted from 

bacteria grown in heavy water,86 NR has also been recently employed to study the interac- 

tion between RcLPS monolayers and synthetic AMPs.126 An alternative NR approach that 

circumvents the purification of deuterated LPS is that proposed by Bello et al. who used 

mixed monolayers of commercially available LPS and deuterium labelled-phospholipids to 

investigate the effects of lactoferrin and LL-37.145 If on the one hand this approach has the 

advantage of enhancing the neutron scattering signal from the mixed monolayer, on the 

other, the presence of a significant amount of intercalated phospholipids does not reproduce 

the natural conditions of the OM, increasing antimicrobial compounds accessibility to the 

monolayer’s hydrophobic region. The use of NR to elucidate the kinetics of AMP interactions 

with Langmuir monolayers has been shown to be a promising approach thanks to the fast 

acquisition times at low incident angles on deuterated monolayers..111 Collection times are 

currently around four minutes per measurement, but the sampling time is set to decrease as 

instruments are upgraded, opening the possibility of monitoring real-time structural changes 

produced by AMP interactions with LPS monolayers. 

 
3.2 LPS at solid interfaces 

 
Along with LPS monolayers at the air/water interface, in vitro OM models assembled onto 

solid surfaces have provided a range of useful platforms to study the structure and properties 

of thin films containing LPS. Immobilisation of LPS onto solid interfaces has been mainly 

tackled using two approaches: (i) self-assembly of either LPS suspensions94,146 or mixed phos- 

pholipid/LPS vesicles93,98,99,102 or (ii) Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) 

transfer of monolayers from the air/water interface94,128,131,147–149 (Figure 7). Self-assembly 

methods, such as vesicle fusion, are based on relatively straight-forward protocols and have 

the advantage of in-situ sample preparation, which enables real-time monitoring of lipid ad- 

sorption processes onto the solid substrates. In addition, bilayer formation by fusion of OM 
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vesicles, secreted and purified from bacterial cultures, is an approach that has been used to 

create in vitro OM models that closely reproduce the protein and lipid composition found 

in the OM.98,99 Although a certain degree of lipid asymmetry between the inner and outer 

bilayer leaflets can be achieved via self-assembly, in part facilitated by the large excluded 

volume of the bulky LPS head group, typically, sequential LB/LS transfer of phospholipids 

and LPS layers afford a higher level of control on lipid asymmetry and composition of the 

individual bilayer leaflets but require a more complex sample preparation. 94,148 

Solid-supported bilayers (SLBs) are versatile model membranes which can be probed by a 

wide range of biophysical methods and have been used extensively for membrane biophysics 

studies.150 Compared to Langmuir monolayers, SLBs enable the formation of more complex 

model membranes that can recreate both leaflets of the lipid bilayer, providing a comple- 

mentary platform for the study of reconstituted biological membranes. Some biophysical 

methods employed for Langmuir monolayers, such as NR, XRR or infrared spectroscopy, 

are also applicable to the study of SLBs, whilst techniques like GIXD and GIXF find their 

main application at the air/water interface. On the other hand, SLBs can be probed by addi- 

tional surface-sensitive techniques such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR),94 quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D), 93,98,99 atomic force microscopy (AFM)92,93,97 and 

impedance spectroscopy.102 

 
3.2.1 Self-assembled LPS layers 

 

Self-assembled LPS monolayers Both rough94 and smooth LPS146 have been shown to 

self-assemble into monolayers when deposited from aqueous suspensions onto silica substrates 

coated with a hydrophobic layer of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) (Figure 8a). P. aeruginosa 

smooth LPS monolayers, bearing an O-PS containing anionic O-antigen repeating units, were 

characterised by XRR to investigate the extension and conformation of the O-PS and the 

effects of divalent cations on its structure.146 The study showed that in the presence of mM 

quantities of divalent cations the charged polysaccharide chains of the O-PS collapse to a 
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of methods for the preparation of monolayers and bilay- 
ers containing LPS onto solid substrates. In the cartoon the solid substrate is represented 
by a silicon wafer which is commonly used as support to form model membranes providing 
a hydrophilic surface that can also be functionalised and rendered hydrophobic by coating it 
with alkyl-silanes such as OTS. a) Fusion of vesicles onto a hydrophilic and b) hydrophobic 
substrate, yielding a lipid bilayer or a monolayer respectively. c) Langmuir-Blodgett and 
d) Langmuir-Schaefer transfer of a lipid monolayer from the air/liquid interface onto a solid 
substrate. In d, the hydrophobic surface can be either a chemically grafted alkyl-silane layer, 
producing a solid-supported LPS monolayer, or the hydrophobic face of a phospholipid mono- 
layer previously transferred using the LB method yielding an asymmetric phopsholipid/LPS 
bilayer. See figure 8 for a schematic representation of the resulting OM models obtained. 

 
more compact and dense layer indicating a strong condensation effect of calcium ions on the 

O-PS conformation. In another study, monolayers of RaLPS assembled onto OTS-coated 

silica substrates were investigated to probe the interaction between the model bacterial 

surface and the AMP polymyxin B.94 In this case, the use of deuterium-labelled OTS, coupled 

with the isotopic sensitivity of neutrons, enabled resolution of the individual structures 
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of the alkyl-silane layer and the LPS acyl chains investigated by NR. The formation of the 

monolayer of RaLPS was additionally monitored by SPR and infrared spectroscopy 

providing complementary information on the self-assembly process of LPS monolayers onto 

hydrophobic surfaces. 

 

Self-assembled bilayers containing LPS Mixed liposomes containing phospholipids 

and LPS (either rough LPS from E. coli or smooth LPS from S. typhimurium) were shown 

to assemble into LPS-containing bilayers on silica surfaces with an LPS content of up to 

50%w in the case of rough LPS, or 20%w for the smooth type93(Figure 8b). By monitoring 

the adsorption process via QCM-D, Kaufmann et al. showed how the presence of divalent 

cations is required to facilitate bilayer formation, which is considerably slower or ultimately 

hindered in the absence of added calcium ions. The binding of lectins to different types of 

LPS incorporated in the mixed bilayers was investigated in the same study using fluorescence 

microscopy, demonstrating how a specific LPS could not only be incorporated but remained 

fully accessible to binding by lectins. In another study, vesicles made exclusively of RdLPS 

were reported to form lipid bilayers on mica surfaces yielding bilayers with a coverage of 

86% of the hydrophilic surface as measured by AFM. 97 This value increased to 92% when 

the mica was functionalized with a positively charged polyethyleneimine layer. The study 

also investigated the formation of RaLPS bilayers by vesicle fusion, concluding that lower 

coverage and more irregularities are associated with bilayers formed from LPS with larger 

oligosaccharide cores. These observations, together with the results described above from 

Kaufmann and co-workers,93 support the notion that larger carbohydrate headgroups can 

hinder the formation of LPS bilayers by interfering with the adhesion forces required for 

vesicle fusion. Whilst hydrophobic interactions drive the lipid self-assembly onto hydropho- 

bic surfaces, bilayer formation onto a hydrophilic surface is highly sensitive to the charge 

balance between vesicles and the substrate, with a crucial role played by divalent cations 

and LPS head group size. 
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RcLPS has been reconstituted via vesicle fusion into high-coverage tethered lipid bilayers 

both in its pure form as well as mixed with phospholipids.102 Anderson et al. used a gold- 

coated silicon surface to exploit gold-thiol chemistry and create a tethered monolayer that 

provided the substrate for the formation of the RcLPS layer. The tethering leaflet was 

formed by a thiolipid, analogue of diphytanoyl-glycero-phosphocholine (DPhyPC) modified 

with a tethering segment containing the thiol anchor; the distal bilayer leaflet consisted of 

RcLPS either in its pure form or mixed with a small amount of DPhyPC (2-6 %wt). The 

resulting tethered membranes were then structurally characterised using NR. The in-plane 

density of the tethering monolayer was shown by impedance spectroscopy measurements to 

play a critical role in the stabilisation of LPS against treatment with EDTA, with higher 

tethers densities providing higher stability when divalent cations were removed from the 

model membranes. A similar stabilising effect was observed when vesicle fusion was per- 

formed with mixtures of RcLPS and low amounts of phospholipids, suggesting a possible 

reduction of the overall negative charge and steric hindrance of LPS headgroups by the in- 

tercalated phospholipids. 102 

 
 
 

Self-assembled bilayers containing LPS and OM proteins One of the advantages of 

using surfaces modified by grafted tethering layers or polymer cushions is the additional space 

left between the membrane and the solid substrate which can facilitate the incorporation 

of transmembrane proteins. 151,152 An example of a protein-containing solid-supported OM 

model is that developed by Hsia et al. who used OM vesicles secreted by a deep rough E. 

coli mutant to create bilayers via self-assembly with a composition resembling that of the 

native OM (Figure 8c). Using fluorescence spectroscopy and QCM-D, the study showed that, 

although OM vesicles do not spontaneously form a bilayer upon adsorption onto hydrophilic 

silicon substrates, SLB formation can be induced by the addition of PEGylated lipids to 

the adsorbed intact OM vesicles, inducing formation of a planar bilayer.98 Furthermore, 
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using OM vesicles containing fluorescently labelled OM proteins and a proteinase K-based 

assay, the native protein orientation was shown to be largely retained after SLB formation, 

suggesting that the approach preserves a significant degree of membrane asymmetry. More 

recently, the same group used the aforementioned approach to create SLBs using OM vesicles 

secreted by clinically relevant isolates of P. aeruginosa, E. cloacae and A. baumannii which 

express smooth LPS, and used the OM models to investigate interactions with antibiotics 

(Figure 8c).99 

 
3.2.2 Langmuir-Blodgett and Langmuir-Schaefer LPS layers 

 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) monolayer transfer techniques repre- 

sent an alternative method to self-assembly processes that have been used to create solid- 

supported OM models. In contrast to the in-situ preparation of SLBs afforded by self- 

assembly, OM models prepared by LB and LS depositions require a more complex prepa- 

ration as well as a specialised Langmuir trough for transferring the monolayers from the 

air/water interface onto the solid substrates88 (Figure 7). A significant advantage provided 

by LB and LS assembly approaches is the substantial control provided by the layer-by-layer 

deposition on the lipid composition and packing of each individual leaflet which enables for- 

mation of high-coverage fully asymmetric bilayers that mimic the distribution of lipids in 

the OM. 

Although LB/LS approaches enable the construction of complex interfacial structures, these 

methods have not yet been used to incorporate OM proteins in reconstituted OM models that 

contain LPS. An inherent challenge of embedding OM proteins in model membranes using 

this approach is that the layer-by-layer assembly implies that proteins must remain stable at 

the air-water interface, as well as in a planar monolayer with only half their transmembrane 

domain embedded in a hydrophobic environment, at least until the second lipid layer is 

formed. It has been shown that the porin OmpF can be incorporated into dipalmitoylphos- 

phoglycerol (DPPG) monolayers at the air/water interface by rupturing proteoliposomes 
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on the water surface which formed a stable lipid monolayer containing one of the major 

porins found in E. coli .153 A different approach involves solubilising lipids and proteins in 

organic solvent prior to monolayer deposition, which has been shown to be applicable to 

some membrane proteins such as those found in myelin.154 

 

Phospholipids/LPS asymmetric bilayers Using LB and LS depositions to stack an 

inner leaflet of deuterium-labelled phospholipids and an outer layer of hydrogenous LPS, the 

group of Lakey and co-workers has studied extensively the structural and functional aspects 

of a range of asymmetric OM models using NR. In this context, the differential sensitiv- 

ity of neutrons towards hydrogen and deuterium enables the quantification and monitoring 

of lipid asymmetry whilst providing information on the structure of the OM models along 

the perpendicular to the interface. Isotopically asymmetric bilayers consisted of an inner 

leaflet of tail-deuterated dipalmitoylphosphocholine (d62DPPC) deposited via LB transfer 

(Figure 7c) followed by a layer of rough LPS deposited via LS deposition (Figure 7d) to 

yield an asymmetric OM model. This approach has been used to create asymmetric bilayers 

containing different chemotypes of rough LPS both directly onto silicon94,131,147,148 (Figure 

8e) as well as onto gold surfaces functionalised with a monolayer of ω-thio-phospholipids, 

which yield asymmetric bilayers floating over a 2 nm water reservoir separating the bilayer 

and the substrate149 (Figure 8f). The applications of isotopically asymmetric bilayers are 

not limited to structural studies by NR but extend to other isotope-sensitive techniques 

such as infrared spectroscopy. Specifically, attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) 

spectroscopy, which distinguishes between carbon-hydrogen and carbon-deuterium bond vi- 

brations, has been shown capable of probing the individual lipid phase transitions of the 

inner and outer leaflets of asymmetric d62DPPC/RaLPS OM model bilayers. 94 Both solid- 

supported and floating d62DPPC/LPS bilayers retain high levels of lipid asymmetry in the 

presence of mM levels of Ca2+, but are significantly destabilised by the addition of EDTA 

which depletes the aqueous solution of divalent cations.131,149 Removal of Ca2+ causes a 
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significant reduction of asymmetry as a result of interleaflet lipid mixing and an increased 

interfacial roughness caused by the enhanced electrostatic repulsion of the anionic LPS in 

the absence of charge-bridging divalent cations. 

 

Inverse LPS/LPS bilayers Rodriguez-Loureiro et al. used LB and LS methods to de- 

posit onto an OTS-coated silicon surface two layers of smooth LPS oriented with the re- 

spective carbohydrate regions facing each other to mimic the interface between neighbouring 

interacting Gram-negative bacteria found in colonies and biofilms (Figure 8d). 128 Once as- 

sembled, the distance between the two LPS interfaces was tuned by varying the relative 

humidity, which in turn generates a dehydration pressure that controls the thickness of the 

water layer sandwiched between the LPS layers, producing a separation of the surfaces that 

varies between 90 Å and 330 Å . Structural characterisation of the system was performed us- 

ing ellipsometry and NR, providing a detailed and comprehensive structural characterisation 

of smooth LPS layers and their interacting O-PS domains. The pressure-distance relation 

was well-described by the model of Alexander and de Gennes typically applied to model un- 

charged flexible polymer brushes at interfaces. The same study also addressed the effect of 

the depletion of Ca2+ ions on a single solid-supported smooth LPS monolayer which induced 

the formation of monolayer defects that caused water penetration in the hydrophobic region 

of the monolayer.128 

 
3.2.3 Antimicrobial studies at the solid/liquid interface 

 
A number of studies have exploited solid-supported OM models to investigate the interac- 

tions of antimicrobials with LPS and model Gram-negative bacterial surfaces. In particular, 

due to their high affinity for LPS, a significant fraction of these studies focused on antibi- 

otics of the polymyxin family of compounds on self-assembled94,98,99,102 and LB/LS-based 

OM models.94,155,156 The group of Daniel and co-workers used QCM-D and fluorescence mi- 

croscopy to quantify the amount of polymyxin B binding to OM models assembled via fusion 
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of several solid supported OM models created by self- 
assembly (a, b and c) or by using LB/LS deposition techniques (d, e and f ) with the 
respective references that describe their characterisation. a) LPS monolayer adsorbed onto 
a chemically grafted hydrophobic monolayer of alkyl-silane (in black) containing Ra (left) 
(Ref. 94) and smooth LPS (right) (Ref. 146). RaLPS is shown in red and the OPS in orange, 
in green divalent cations b) Mixed LPS/phospholipid solid supported bilayer containing 
rough (left) or smooth (right) LPS (Ref. 93). Phospholipids are shown in blue c) Solid 
supported bilayer reconstituted using OM vesicels containing OM proteins and rough (left) 
(Ref. 98) or smooth LPS (right) (Ref. 99). PEGylated phospholipids are shown in purple 
d) Interacting smooth LPS monolayers deposited onto alkyl-silane monolayer (Ref. 128). e) 
Asymmetric bilayer containing phospholipids in the inner leaflet and rough LPS in the outer 
leaflet (Ref. 94,126,131,147,148,155,156). f) Asymmetric bilayer containing phospholipids 
in the inner leaflet and RaLPS in the outer leaflet floating onto a grafted monolayer of ω-
thio-phosphocholine (purple) (Ref. 149). 

 
of OM vesicles isolated from deep-rough98 and smooth strains,99 which provided insights into 

the extent of antimicrobial binding as well as alterations of visco-elastic properties of these 

protein-containing OM models. Andersson et al. showed how higher densities of the tether 

used to provide the substrate for the self-assembly of RcLPS had a stabilising effects against 
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the disruptive action of polymyxin E (also known as colistin).102 A comparison between 

the interaction of polymyxin B with self-assemmbled RaLPS monolayers and asymmetric 

d62DPPC/RaLPS LB/LS bilayers can be found in a recent study that combined NR, SPR 

and ATR-IR spectroscopy.94 The different approaches used to assemble OM models were 

shown to have a significant effect on the outcome of the measured interaction. Polymyxin B 

was shown to bind in a concentration-dependent manner to self-assembled RaLPS monolay- 

ers in the gel phase (i.e. at room temperature) within a physiologically relevant concentration 

range. On the other hand, asymmetric d62DPPC/RaLPS bilayers prepared via LB/LS depo- 

sitions remained unaffected by a concentration 10 times higher under the same temperature 

conditions. Only after heating the d62DPPC/RaLPS asymmetric membrane through the 

RaLPS phase transition, with a mid-point at 36◦C measured by infrared spectroscopy, the 

disruptive effects of the antibiotic on the membrane structure became apparent, reproducing 

the temperature-dependent bactericidal effects observed for polymyxin B on E. coli 157 and 

providing evidence supporting the relevance of a phase transition of LPS to a liquid crys- 

talline state in the OM at physiological temperatures. 

Han et al. used asymmetric d62DPPC/lipid A bilayers to compare the effects of polymyxin 

B to those of its synthetic analogue octapeptin A3.155 When compared to other polymyx- 

ins, octapeptin A3 displayed an enhanced ability to penetrate into the OM model bilayers, 

reaching the phospholipid inner leaflet. The enhanced membrane penetration measured in 

vitro was found to correlate with its higher bactericidal activity measured against the P. 

aeruginosa strains which were used to extract the lipid A reconstituted in in the model OM. 

In a later study, the same group addressesd the effects of P. aeruginosa lipid A modifica- 

tions, specifically de-acylation and addition of positively charged aminosugars to the GlcN, 

on the interaction with polymyxin B and two of its synthetic analogues.156 By comparing 

the structural data obtained by NR on the penetration of the AMPs in the OM models with 

the biological effects on bacterial viability and gene regualtion, they were able to show that 

polymyxin B-induced lipid A deacylation plays a significant role in high-level resistance of 
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P. aeruginosa. Recently, the effects of two synthetic cationic AMPs, designed to bind and 

disrupt LPS membranes, were tested using d62DPPC/RcLPS asymmetric bilayers by Gong 

et al .126 The study provided a comprehensive structural characterisation of the effects of 

the synthetic AMPs by combining NR measurements on both Langmuir monolayers and 

asymmetric bilayers with small angle scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance data. The 

differences in the overall positive charge and the hydrophobicity of the two AMPs tested 

translated into significantly different disruptive effects on the model membranes. In particu- 

lar, combining data on the AMP interactions with isotopically asymmetric d62DPPC/RcLPS 

and with fully deuterated d62DPPC/dRcLPS provided a detailed structural description of 

the mechanisms through which the AMPs interact with and disrupt the OM. In a compar- 

ative study of the interaction between the antimicrobial protein colicin N and asymmetric 

bilayers made of either d62DPPC/RaLPS or d62DPPC/RdLPS, Clifton et al. showed how 

the presence of the additional uncharged oligosaccharide in the outer core of RaLPS signifi- 

cantly reduced both the amount of bound atimicrobial and the strength of the LPS-colicin 

N electrostatic interaction.148 Furthermore, due to the oblate shape of the colicin N protein, 

NR measurements provided a clear picture of the orientation of the membrane-bound protein 

which was shown to interact with the LPS surface of the OM models by adsorbing with its 

major axis parallel to the membrane surface. 

 
3.3 Simulation studies 

 
As discussed in the previous sections, much of our knowledge about the structure and confor- 

mation of LPS interfaces is based on surface scattering techniques, such as reflectometry and 

x-ray fluorescence, which lend themselves to integration with complementary computer sim- 

ulations.158 Early computer models of LPS molecules date back to the 1990s. In a combined 

experimental/simulation study by Kastowsky et al., an ensemble of molecular conformations 

was predicted with the help of Monte Carlo simulations employing empirical conformation 

energies, however ignoring partial atomic charges.159 Roughly a decade later the conforma- 
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tion of O-side chains was addressed by Pink and coworkers with coarse-grained Monte Carlo 

(CGMC) simulations. 160 For this purpose, each monosaccharide was represented by an ei- 

ther charged or uncharged sphere, water was treated implicitly as a dielectric medium, but 

ions were treated explicitly as charged particles. The simulations predicted that divalent 

cations could render the polysaccharide "brush" impenetrable to certain antimicrobial pep- 

tides. The CGMC approach has later been used for the interpretation of experimental results 

on LPS monolayers described earlier.85,120,122,146 Around the same time the first force-field- 

based atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of LPS surfaces were carried out.161 

The trajectories with a 1 ns duration on a surface accommodating 4 x 4 LPS molecules 

suggested that Ca2+ ions interacting with inner core phosphate groups exhibit a well defined 

structural arrangement. With the increase in computational performance, MD simulations 

on LPS surfaces have become more widespread,162–166 and the force fields were validated 

and optimized with respect to experimental observables, such as area per molecule, Lβ to 

Lα phase transition, and orientation order parameter. 163,167 More recently, a coarse-grained 

force field has been parametrized within the MARTINI framework in order to make large 

systems and long time scales accessible to quantitative modeling. 168 

Very recently, the OM of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a bacterial species well known for an- 

tibiotic resistance, was studied by all-atom and coarse-grained simulations.169 The struc- 

tural properties of the layer were reproduced and compared with phospholipid bilayers. 

The simulations revealed that a removal of divalent cations induces the rupture of the 

LPS/phospholipid bilayer, with the consequent exposure of negatively charged groups, and 

a phase transition from lamellar to inverted cubic arrangements. A more complete overview 

of molecular simulations of Gram-negative bacterial membranes is given in a recent review 

article by Im & Khalid.170 

The use of MD simulations has also been extended to include OM proteins in the com- 

putational models which have been used to investigate aspects of the interaction between 

porins and LPS.171–173 A current limitation in the molecular simulation of LPS surfaces is 
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that conventional simulation methods do not account for the variable protonation state of 

the ionisable groups, although their pKa-values depend on various parameters like pack- 

ing density and ion concentrations, as can be determined experimentally, for example by 

total-reflection x-ray fluorescence. 85,174 In the future, this limitation may be overcome by 

the implementation of constant-pH simulation schemes. 175 Finally, a promising emerging 

application of MD simulations is the use of computational models for the interpretation of 

reflectivity data which provides practical physico-chemical constraints when decoding the 

data obtained with techniques such as NR.176 

 
4 Conclusions and outlook 

 
Advancing our understanding of the properties of the Gram-negative OM is one of the key 

steps in the fight against the growing antibiotic resistance of pathogens belonging to this 

category. The various OM models reviewed here serve as versatile tools for the investigation 

of structural and functional properties of the Gram-negative bacterial surface as well as 

providing a range of valuable platforms to study the effects of antimicrobial compounds 

at a molecular level. Whilst the greatly reduced complexity of an OM model significantly 

facilitates structural studies, it also poses the question of how closely reconstituted LPS layers 

can mimic the natural bacterial cell envelope. In the context of antimicrobial interactions, 

several studies have combined the detailed physico-chemical characterisation enabled by the 

adoption of OM models with assays on bacterial viability, cell permeability and alteration of 

gene expression, thereby correlating data obtained on membrane models with experiments 

on living organisms. Such approaches validate and contextualise biophysical data obtained 

on in vitro models with the behaviour of the natural system. Studies on modified LPS that 

confers resistance to antimicrobials, whereby LPS extracted from resistant organisms is 

reconstituted in OM models to study the mechanisms of antibiotic resistance at a molecular 

level, are a primary example of this approach.132,133,155,156 
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Increasing the complexity of reconstituted LPS interfaces, for example by exploiting 

the self-assembly of OM vesicles containing native lipids and proteins, represents a strat- 

egy that opens up several possibilities for the development of screening platforms to study 

antimicrobial binding. 98,99 These approaches sensibly increase the number and diversity of 

biomolecules found on the bacterial surface that can be studied as targets for antimicro- 

bial binding. Furthermore these methods hold potential for high throughput drug-screening 

applications that could emerge from combining optical, mechanical or electrical measure- 

ments in biosensors177 with standardised fabrication strategies for the preparation of SLB 

arrays.178 For structural studies, higher complexity can represent a drawback, especially for 

reflectometry techniques, which can offer sub-nanometer resolution but rely on a reduced 

complexity of the system, which is required for modelling the data during the analysis. LPS 

Langmuir monolayers represent the simplest case and X-ray techniques, such as XRR, GIXD 

and GIXF, have been used extensively in this context (Table 1). The structure of LPS at the 

solid/liquid interface, on the other hand, is better suited to be studied by neutrons which 

can, not only penetrate easily through solid substrates and reach buried interfaces, but, due 

to their isotopic sensitivity, provide additional contrast to resolve structural features such 

as membrane asymmetry131,147,149 and antibiotic penetration94,126,148 which are difficult to 

characterise with other approaches.83 

 

Given the different types of techniques applicable to air/liquid and solid/liquid interfaces 

the choice of a particular type of OM model ultimately comes down to the scientific problem 

in object and the type of biophysical technique required to elucidate it. For questions 

regarding in-plane ordering and ion distribution, Langmuir monolayers provide the ideal 

platform for GIXD and GIXF studies. On the other hand, quantitative information on 

antimicrobial binding can be more accurately extracted from solid-supported OM models 

using techniques such as QCMD and SPR. If the main focus is instead on the overall bilayer 

structure, as in the case of studies of lipid asymmetry or OM-proteins incorporation, then 

solid-supported OM model bilayers provide the most suitable platforms. An aspect that 
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should always be kept in mind, however, is that the complementary use of different 

biophysical methods is the most reliable approach for a comprehensive understanding of 

the properties of biologi- cal interfaces. Combining experiments on multiple types of 

interfaces can provide precious complementary pieces of information that taken together 

yield a more complete picture of the process under investigation. 

So far reconstitution studies have addressed predominantly LPS from E. coli and Salmonella 

species, focusing primarily on lipid A and rough LPS. Nonetheless, the development of the 

models and methods reviewed here can be readily adapted to study other bacterial species, 

opening up possibilities for the characterisation of diverse types of LPS,3,4 with a particular 

focus on wild-type smooth LPS. Together with the development of experimental techniques, 

the refinement of computer simulation packages is expected to provide an ever more realistic 

in silico OM model.170 Advances in the modeling of complex asymmetric phospholipid:LPS 

bilayers, which can also include embedded porins, have made significant steps forward in 

recent years and will continue to provide important complementary information to the ex- 

perimental data. The analysis of scattering data in particular is an area where simulations 

and experiments could merge their contribution to provide clear molecular-level descriptions 

of LPS layers and model bacterial surfaces.176 
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